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Abstract

Online magazine websites are one of the major traditional platforms for publishing various magazine contents through various means of public computer networks, such as the bulletin board system, in order to share historical artefacts, online newspapers, blog features, and several forms of political occurrence online. Due to increased competitiveness in the world market, several developers are experiencing numerous challenges, for website development. These challenges can be broadened in diverse editorial and end-users issues, requiring an abrupt and effective strategic development and testing to positively address these issues in order to assist developers in creating robust platforms during website development. This paper shows the development and testing process of a political e-commerce magazine website named “The Chartist”, which included the development of the checkout page, download article button, saved article page and gallery page, using dream weaver, flash and ASP.Net during the design phase.
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Introduction

This report documents the entire process of developing a magazine website tool for ASP.Net and Html web development using dream weaver as the dynamic and interactive environment for designing the web pages in the website. All the software development stages are been documented in this report which also include interim reports. For the development of the project, the waterfall model was adopted and the system was tested and evaluated. The output of the project is application software which is called “the chartist” political magazine website where readers can read articles online, purchase articles and order magazines online. It retrieves data from the database and tabulates it. And also converts html codes to dream weaver in the design view [1]. The inspiration of this project stemmed from Chartist Magazine Website, which publishes political contents of the democratic left [2].

The website has been created to assist end-users with purchasing and reading articles online as well as Magazines. In this website the end-user will need to log in or register on the account page where he or she will need to purchase any magazine of his or her choice, after purchase and payment has been successful, the end-user will need to select the download article button which will then re-direct the end-user to another page called the Saved Articles Page which will contain all the articles that the end-user has previously purchased. Now the end-user can view all the Articles which he has earlier requested for on this saved articles page as required. The website will include a handful of magazines in the gallery page where the user will be able to achieve the ability to view any magazines that he or she will love to purchase after which those magazines can be sent by post to the end-users address if purchased. This report will analyse the different stages of the website what had to be done in order to create a user friendly interactive e-commerce political magazine website [1].

Project scope

The website that has been created has been designed for people who are interested in the political matters, which allow users who will prefer to get political articles online instead of having a bulk full of newspapers which can be littering the whole place they would prefer an electronic document instead and they have the knowledge of browsing the internet. The website will allow users to familiarise themselves with the program. Individual web pages were created on different areas within the dream weaver environment, they were then edited and implemented in to a website which was done using the ASP.Net environment and the use of hyperlinks to connect different pages together [3].

Aims and objectives

The main aim for this project is to provide the public world who is interested in political matters to be able to successfully purchase and view article online. In achieving this goal the objectives are:

1. **Branding:** This talks about underlining messages with the use of copying, using logos and designs in the whole website.
2. **Illustrating message:** This can be used in getting particular messages to end users by the use of images, sound, words and movements to get my message across to the end-users.
3. **Lead generation:** This describes the generation of a consumer interest into products of a business, there will be a qualified lead arriving from my website straight into my existing sales process for end users.
4. **Increased sales:** This is my ability to convert chartist into sales by emphasizing and focusing on the benefits of my articles and the services rendered by me to the end users.
5. **Cost reduction:** This can be achieved with the help of intelligent systems which can help to cut down administration and processing overhead.
6. **Building relationships:** Some people have a wrong idea thinking that gathering business cards alone will help achieve this aim but I realise that to establish stronger bonds with end users I will need constant contact with them through my website [4].

Literature Review

Programming tools help programmers in writing programs by...
tool or software development tool is a program or application that providing code generation and editing capabilities. A programming tool or software development tool is a program or application that software developers use to create, debug, maintain, or otherwise support other programs and applications. The use of a programming tool can maximize programmer’s productivity by reducing the time required to write code, minimize error and debug. The goal of application programming tool is to decrease the drudgery of programming while increasing the efficiency and productivity of programmers. Looking at the open source community, it can be seen to have a high community of developers, where help could be easily found and bugs could be easily fixed. To my best knowledge there is still less development tools for developer as my basic comparison to the commercial application developments such as ASP.NET but I still decided to take a step, by developing an application tool for ASP.NET which would retrieve content from a database and format the content in a table called the GRIDVIEW in ASP.NET in the area of the saved articles page by writing codes and also designing web pages as a developer [5].

Identifying ASP.Net and html development problems relating to the project: I met with ASP.Net and html developers to get additional information about the issue concerning data retrieval and tabulating, and the conversion of HTML script respectively through a friend of mine who introduced me to them and gave me the opportunity to have a conversation with them via phone. Understanding development syntax thoroughly: I made research and reading on html scripting and ASP.Net web development methods, code and syntax to aid a good problem solution [6].

Analysing: I analysed the system. And I analysed problems related and involved in the development of the software, websites and my proposed solutions.

Designing: In designing the system, I thought about defining the architecture, components, modules and interface for the system.

Implementation: Here, I thought about designing a user-friendly Graphical User Interface, to aid simplicity of the tool so that users can move around the environment easily while accessing which articles they need to purchase and also I thought about coding the system.

Testing: I tested the application to make sure it is up to requirement and has fewer / no bugs.

User evaluation: I made Verifications and validations to make sure that the tool works as expected and met the requirements, then I distributed the software to users to the minimum of six (6) for the purpose of evaluation.

Modify the application: I made necessary change on the application regarding the user evaluation test result.

Deployment: Finally I decided to package the software and making it available for use, which is the major aim of my project [6].

On the analysis done on the project, I was able to address some ASP.Net and html developers live and via email on issues that was intended to be addressed in the project. I also made a research on how ASP.Net web application is written. As the result of the analysis, I was able to deduce that the tool will be very useful as most developers do the coding from scratch and it consumes time and effort. I was able to find the different ways in which HTML can be used with dream weaver. Before beginning to create my own e-commerce website, research had to be carried out to look at other websites which offer a similar service. I began my research with Chartist website which is the main model for my website on (www.chartist.org.uk). I found out that this website the website was really interactive and has a lot of articles that users will love. I also found out that the colour of the website was really bright and attractive to users this will in turn attract users around the globe. Also there was no background music, it has a huge font size readers can view easily, and there were no overlapping windows or annoying pop up. The only limitation of the website that I found was that you can’t make money out of it as the articles in the website are free and there is no login, register or account page this will in turn cause lack of finances in maintaining the website [2] (Figure 1).

To actually achieve my goal I adopted object oriented web modelling methodology in my project implementation. Also, based my research and analysis I developed a conceptual view of the entire system which shows all objects within the system domain. Additionally I point out sections wish can be further developed to ensure long-term functionality of the website. In this Chapter I am going to be discussing on the steps taking in designing my website that actually helped me in achieving my desired goal.

**Method of approach**

Project management is the discipline of planning, organizing, securing and managing resources to bring about the successful completion of specific project goals and objectives.

There are different approaches to managing project / project management methodology [7]. Some of the project management methodologies are:

- Agile Methodology
- Waterfall Methodology
- Agile Versus Waterfall
- Change Management
- Risk Management
- Quality Management
- PRINCE2
- Six Sigma [7].

**Project management implementation**

For this project, I used the PRINCE2 methodology. PRINCE2 (Projects in Controlled Environments) is a process-based method for effective project management. PRINCE2 is a process-based approach for project management, providing an easily tailored and saleable project management methodology for the management of all types of projects.

The key features of PRINCE2 are:

- Its focus on business justification
- A defined organisation structure for the project management team
- Its product-based planning approach
- Its emphasis on dividing the project into manageable and controllable stages
- Its flexibility to be applied at a level appropriate to the project [8].
Software development methodology

In choosing the right software development methodology for my project, which is as important to the success of the project as the implementation of any project management best practices. A software development methodology is a framework that is used to structure, plan, and control the process of developing an information system, this includes the pre-definition of specific deliverables and artefact’s that are created and completed by a project team to develop or maintain an application.

Software development life cycle

Software development life cycle involves phases which generally include the planning, definition, requirement, design, building, implementation and maintenance.

Software development life cycle can be defined as a methodology or models which are used to develop computer systems. Without a software development life cycle a computer system may not certify the requirement if a particular system or client. Or if they do certify, there is a tendency for the project to go over budget. As stated by Yu Gao [9] “For the success of developing software, Software development process model plays a crucial role in order to complete the task of developing software and to get high quality software”

The stages of the software development life cycle include:

1. Project planning
2. System analysis
3. System design
4. Implementation
5. Testing
6. Maintenance

The six stages of the software development life cycle are designed to build on one another, taking the outputs from the previous stage, adding additional effort, and producing results that leverage the previous effort and are directly traceable to the previous stages.

Evaluation of different software development life cycle

There are different types of software development life cycle. The
waterfall model, incremental model and spiral model (which are the common once), will be evaluated.

**The waterfall model:** It’s a framework for software development in which development proceeds sequentially through a series of phases, starting with system requirements analysis and leading up to product release and maintenance.

The states of the waterfall model include requirements analysis, design, implementation, testing, installation and maintenance (Figure 2).

**Pros:** The waterfall model can aid efficient knowledge transfer when team members are dispersed in different locations.
- Every phase has a defined start and end point; and progress can be conclusively identified (through the use of milestones).
- Enforced discipline through documentation.
- No phase is complete until the documentation is done and checked by SQA group.
- Concrete evidence or progress
- Testing is inherent in every phase

**Cons:** No fair division of phases in the life cycle, the following phase should not start until the previous phase has finished. Document driven model as result customers cannot understand these.
- Re-design is problematic.

**The incremental model:** Incremental model is an evolution of waterfall model. The product is designed, implemented, integrated and tested as a series of incremental builds.

When an incremental model is used, the first increment is often a core product. The core product is used by the customer or undergoes a detailed review (Figure 3).

**Cons:** One of the main advantages of the incremental models is their ability to cope with change during the development of the system.
- System is developed and delivered in increments after establishing an overall architecture. Requirements and specifications for each increment may be developed...
- Generates working software quickly and early during the software life cycle.
- More flexible - less costly to change scope and requirements.
- Easier to test and debug during a smaller iteration.
- Easier to manage risk because risky pieces are identified and handled during its iteration.

**Pros:** Each phase of iteration is rigid and do not overlap each other.
- Problems may arise pertaining to system architecture because not all requirements are gathered up front for the entire software life cycle.
- The incremental models can easily degenerate into the build and fix approach.
- Design errors become part of the system and are hard to remove.
- Clients see possibilities and want to change requirements.

**The spiral model:** The spiral model is similar to the incremental model, with more emphasis placed on risk analysis. The spiral model has four phases: Planning, Risk Analysis, Engineering and Evaluation. A software project repeatedly passes through these phases in iterations (called Spirals in this model). The baseline spiral, starting in the planning phase, requirements is gathered and risk is assessed. Each subsequent spiral builds on the baseline spiral [10,11] (Figure 4).
Pros: High amount of risk analysis
• Good for large and mission-critical projects.
• Software is produced early in the software life cycle.

Cons: Can be a costly model to use
• Risk analysis requires highly specific expertise.
• Project’s success is highly dependent on the risk analysis phase.
• Doesn’t work well for smaller projects

Selecting the development life cycle
As the project objectives and requirement are clearly understood, the pure waterfall development life cycle is chosen. The pure waterfall model performs well for products with clearly understood requirements or when working with well understood technical tools, architectures and infrastructures [10]. Using the waterfall model which is easy to understand and implement, the project deliverable and milestones will be easily identified.

Implementation of waterfall model
Before the requirement specification and analysis, the identification of ASP and html web development problems were performed. This was done by asking individuals to air their views concerning the problems via the questionnaires and meeting people whom I knew are in this area of specialisation [9]. "Getting information about data retrieval and tabulation and Making researches and understanding the source codes/syntax"

Requirement specification and analysis
This is the first phase in the waterfall software development model. It is in this phase that all the requirements are captured. Analysis of the requirements is carried out to find out the possibility and validity of the requirements, which helps in assessing if the requirements can be incorporated in the system [9]. "Analyse problems related and involved in the development of the software and the proposed solution"

Design Phase
In this phase the software to be developed is designed. The specifications of the system are taken into consideration and on the basis of the study of the specification the system design is made. "Class, begin and the structure of the software is been design"

Implementation
The software is been developed at this stage. "The application coding starts at this phase. Writing classes, methods and creating the GUI"

Testing
This tests helps in identifying the problems created after the entire system has been developed. Two types of testing are conducted at this phase. The system testing and usability testing

Deployment
At this stage, the software application is ready for use. "Packaging the software and making it available for use"

Requirement Specification
The main requirement for this project is to essentially provide the end-user with the ability to login or register into the website, purchase articles and view them. The users should be able to go online type the web address in; this will then take the user on to the website. Here the user will be able to click through the different pages. The user will be able to click on to the following pages:
• Home Page
• Article Page
• Magazines Page
• About Chartist Page
• Subscribe Page
• Links Page
• Account Page
• Gallery Page
• Blog Page

On clicking some of these pages will in turn take the user to other hidden pages and buttons such as:
• Check out Page
• Saved Articles Page
• Download Article button

The system should allow the user to flick through the different pages, and then be able to click on any of the articles and view their titles before purchase and view them in full after purchase; finally they should be able to click on the links which are on the Links Page to take the user to external websites.

Design/Coding

Web design is the skill of creating presentations of content (usually hypertext or hypermedia) that are delivered to an end-user through the World Wide Web, using a Web browser or other Web-enabled software while Coding is the process of assigning a code to something for the purposes of classification or identification.

System Design

This section describes how the system works.

The programme was separated, the html converter and the ASP. Net dynamic tabulating of data.

Choice of Language

As I decided to make this application an online desktop application, the programming languages that could be used are java, C# and VBScript in regards to my knowledge on programming languages. Java and C# are the two programming language I have learnt to programme desktop application with. My final decision to use VBScript in the ASP.Net environment was based on my experience on the language. I have been able to work on more than three project on VBScript, unlike java which I just lean at my previous school. Though comparing these languages might seem to me that, no much difference as these programming languages shares a lot of similarities. Comparing data types, reference types, object orientation, methods and properties, statements, expression and operators, exceptions, Arrays and collections, Threading and synchronization, and finally platform support : there are only very little difference. My decision on writing the application in html and VBScript in ASP.Net environment and also doing lots of the web designing with dream weaver would save time and effort on writing and debugging of codes, as I am more experienced and confident in these languages. Also I would be able to spend more time on logical problem rather than code, syntax and bugs.

ASP and SQL Server

ASP is a general-purpose scripting language originally designed for web development to produce dynamic web pages. For this purpose, ASP code is embedded into the HTML source document and interpreted by a web server with an ASP processor module, which generates the web page document. HTML stands for: Hypertext Mark-up Language. It was originally named empty elements. . “The purpose of a web browser is to read HTML documents and compose them into visible or audible web pages”. “The browser does not display the HTML tags, but uses the tags to interpret the content of the page”. Proprietary products are Microsoft’s Active Server Pages, Macromedia’s ColdFusion, and Sun’s Java Server Pages.ASP is an official module of Apache HTTP Server, the market-leading free Web server that runs about 59.13 percent of the World Wide Web according to the Netcraft Web server survey January 2011. “Apache remains the dominant force, commanding a 59.13% share and an increase of 10.1M hostnames” ASP is fully cross-platform; it runs native on several flavours of UNIX, as well as on Windows and on Mac OS X. It is also called the classic scripting language (ASP Classic) due to the fact that “it’s the first server side script engine for dynamically generated web pages” used by Microsoft.

SQL is a structured query language used in database management system (RDBMS) that runs as a server providing multi-user access to a number of databases. It is among the very first commercial languages for Edgar F. Codd’s relational model. The SQL phrase which stands for Structured Query Language is used for managing data in different ways. An advantage of using ASP/SQL Server is low cost of development and the fast connection of ASP to SQL. It is also used for easy Implementation and management. Reusability was thoughtfully considered when designing classes and methods. In Table 1, retail figure shows some current retail figures for similar products in the United States”.

Due to the fact that this is a group project, I am not in charge of the connecting to database and designing of the whole system area but because this is my final year project and I have been obliged to research and show designs on my software engineering skills as a graduate of software engineering BSc honours have I decided to divert a bit and look into one of my above examples, PHP/MYSQL using them to achieve my goals in designing the whole system for my website (the chartist).

Looking into PHP/MYSQL

PHP dynamic data tabulation

The objective of this section of the programme is, to create my website which will enable me and other PHP Developers to write a programme that retrieves data from the MySQL database and tabulate it which will eventually help end users to select articles from the website and have them uploaded in the saved articles page in a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ASP/SQL Server</th>
<th>ColdFusion MX/SQL Server</th>
<th>JSP/Oracle</th>
<th>PHP/MySQL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development tool</td>
<td>$0–2499</td>
<td>$599</td>
<td>$0—2000</td>
<td>$0–249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server</td>
<td>$999</td>
<td>$2298</td>
<td>$0—35,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDBMS</td>
<td>$4999</td>
<td>$4999</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>$0–220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [12].

doi: 10.4172/2324-9307.1000185
Design requirements are:
1. Connecting to the MySQL database to retrieving data
2. Tabulating the data
3. A user friendly easy to use GUI

On the creating of new project "PHP dynamic data tabulation", the server folder and setting has to be setup. For the development of this project WAMP server was used.

The connection to the server need to be setup because the application directly communicate to the server (execute query on the server).
- The Folder URL input takes the URL address of the folder on the server.
- The Server Folder sets the folder on the web server which in which the files are to be stored.
- The Test Connection button tests if the server folder and the folder URL correspond.

**How the Test Connection was Implemented**

On the click of the Test Connection button, a PHP script file is created on the server folder which has been selected. On the execution of this file, a test successful message is echo. If the Folder URL and Server Folder selected are corresponding and the server is configured correctly, the PHP script file will be executed successfully which returns a message "test successful" else, some errors are thrown which are used to display the type of error occurring to the user. On an attempt to write the Script to the server folder, if the server folder is not found an error message is display to the user. (Figure 6: Flowchart1). The UriFoemat Exception it thrown if the Folder URL could not be located (Figure 7: Flowchart 2). The web exception is thrown if there PHP script could not be executed due to the Folder URL and Server Folder not connecting. (Figure 8: Flowchart 3). The script created is then deleted.

After the Test Connection is successful, a new PHP script file is created and the form is displayed. (Image: Dynamic data tabulation form). The script in the .php file created is a HTML script which has the PHP tag in it (Figure 9: PHP script).

**Custom Tags Description**

<!-- phpST -->: this indicates the start of the PHP tag
//End*: indicate the end of all PHP scripts

These custom tags are used in the design of the script to indicate some vital lines on the script (Figure 10).

**Creating a Table**

A table of once desire design need to be created for the tabulation of the data retrieved from the database.

The create table button is used to create a table. On the click of the button a dialog box "Create table" is displayed, which accept inputs to create a table. Inputs accepted are: Number of columns, numbers of rows, width, height, Border, BG Colour, horizontal align, vertical align, cell spacing, cell padding, border colour, and Font Style (Figure 11).
Editing a Table

A table created can as well be edited. Editing shows the same form as creating a new table except that it functions is different.

On editing the table the script is read from the file, edited and written back to the file. If the Table to be edited contains controls (Images, Tests), the controls are first copied to from the table. Otherwise the table is deleted and recreated to the file (Figure 12).

Deleting a Table

All tables created have a unique name which is used for identification for the purpose of editing, deleting or insert of controls. Example of a figure script (Figure 13).

```php
//Table0 [row='3' column='2']: this is a table unique id (Table start tag). (Table0: indicates that this is the first table.
Row='3': indicates that the table has three rows.
Column='2': indicates the table has two rows)
//EndTable: this indicates the end of the table script.
#Controls [img='0' lab='0']: indicate the controls in a table.
(img='0': indicates the number of image controls (this case it is zero).
Lab='0': indicate the number of label controls)
While deleting a table, the .PHP file is read to an array list.
The array is searched for the table start tag to be deleted.
The Table is been deleted from the table start tag (//Table0 [row='3' column='2']) to the table end tag (//EndTable) (Figure 14).
After the table has been deleted from the array, it is then written back to the file (It overwrite the file content)
After the table has been deleted from the array, it is then written back to the file (It overwrite the file content)
```

Insert Controls

There are basically two types of controls that can be added to a table
Image Control: this adds an image to the table. The image could be just an image or an image button (an image with hyperlink).

Label Control: this adds a text on the table. The label could be an ordinary label or could be a label with a link (Hyperlink).

Controls can be inserted directly (static) or dynamically (from a database).

1. **Image Control**
2. **Label Control**

Controls can be directly inserted into the table by specifying its path (in the case of an image) or, directly insert text (if is a label control).

### Deleting a Control
A control can as well be deleted.

For a control to be deleted, it reads the script from the file to an array list. Then the control is deleted from the Array list and then written back to the file (Figure 15).

### Setting up a Connection
For retrieval of data from the Database, a connection to the database has to be setup. This application has been written to make an easy connection to the MySQL Database.

A Class called “Database connection” has been designed to make it easy for a connection to the database. This class does basically four tasks, which are:
Method to delete table

```java
public void deleteTable(String filePathAndName, String deleteVal) {
    //Retrieving values from the file
    String[] intVal = File.ReadAllLines(filePathAndName);

    ArrayList<String> newVal = new ArrayList<String>();
    //Assigning the array of string to an arrayList
    newVal.AddRange(intVal);

    //Line number to start deleting from. It is set to -1 for debugging purpose
    int startTagPos = -1;

    //The "\" is an escape sequence the value is " '",
    //Numbers of rows in the table + 7 (the tags "echo, #controls, //EndTable, <BR>...")
    int rowNum = int.Parse(newDeleteVal[1].ToString()) + 7;

    //Getting the line number of the startTag, for which the table is to be deleted
    for (int i = 0; i < intVal.Length; i++)
    {
        if (intVal[i].ToString() == tableHeader) {
            startTagPos = i;
        }
    }

    //Deleting the table from the ArrayList
    newVal.RemoveRange(startTagPos, rowNum);

    //Writing my new values back to the file
    StreamWriter wr = new StreamWriter(filePathAndName);
    for (int k = 0; k < newVal.Count; k++)
    {
        wr.WriteLine(newVal[k].ToString());
    }
    wr.Close();
}
```

Figure 14: Method to delete table.

Method to delete control

```java
public void deleteControl(String filePathAndName, String tableHeader, String control) {
    //Retrieving values from the file
    String[] intVal = File.ReadAllLines(filePathAndName);

    //Line number to start deleting from. It is set to -1
    //for debugging purpose
    int startTagPos = -1;

    //The "\" is an escape sequence the value is " ",
    //Numbers of rows in the table + 7 (the tags "echo, #controls, //EndTable, <BR>...")
    int rowNum = int.Parse(newDeleteVal[1].ToString()) + 7;

    //Getting the line number of the startTag, for which the table is to be deleted
    for (int i = 0; i < intVal.Length; i++)
    {
        if (intVal[i].ToString() == tableHeader) {
            startTagPos = i;
        }
    }

    //Deleting the table from the ArrayList
    intVal.RemoveRange(startTagPos, rowNum);

    //Writing my new values back to the file
    StreamWriter wr = new StreamWriter(filePathAndName);
    for (int k = 0; k < intVal.Count; k++)
    {
        wr.WriteLine(intVal[k].ToString());
    }
    wr.Close();
}
```
Testing Database Connection and Connecting to the Database (Implementation)

To connect to a database with the information provided by the user in the Database Connection form (Figure 16), a test has to be made to make sure the details provided are correct. A new PHP file is created on the server folder. In this file a script is written in it, to connect to the database server and also get the list of database on the server. (Script: Test Database, Connect to Database) (Figures 17 and 18).

Retrieve Database Information (Implementation)

Database details such as: The entire database present on the server, all tables present on a database and columns present in a table are displayed. With these details, a user can select the fields on the database where data is to be retrieved to the Dynamic table. It also enhances the implementation of the connection made to the database for the retrieval of data to the Dynamic table. Database information is retrieved by executing a query, which gets list of database, tables, and columns from the specified database server. After this information has been retrieved, it is stored in a file called “setting.txt”. By storing the data in the setting.txt file, it makes the data available for future use and creating a connection to the database for the purpose of data retrieval (Figure 19-21).

SETTING.TXT File

The setting.txt file is created in a directory “php_perl_enhancer” of “my document” directory on any machine the application is installed on (Figure 22).

The “setting.txt” file stores all the connection that has been made on the application. (Example of a setting.txt file)

Example of a setting.txt file: this file has two setting in it. “Connection jennifer” and “Connection protesting”

<Connection protesting>: A start tag of a connection and also states the name of the setting “protesting”

Server=: server name of the database
User=: database user name
password=: database password

Figure 15: Method to delete control.
Creating file and writing php script to a

general.writeToFile(Err + "getDB.php",phpCodGenFmt(Err));

httpWebResponse response = null;

//Executing the php script file created
httpWebRequest request = (httpWebRequest)(httpWebRequest.Create(Err + "getDB.php");
try
{
response = (httpWebResponse)(httpWebRequest.GetWebResponse());
}
catch (WebException) {MessageBox.Show("An error occur!
Unable to connect to the server in Dialog web class"); ];

//Reading the executed php script
StringReader input = new StringReader(response.GetResponse());

String dbString = input.ReadToEnd();
if (dbString.ToLower().Contains("unknown mysql server host"))
{ MessageBox.Show("Connection not successful!
Unknown MySQL server host '" + serverTB.Text + ");
databaseDD.Enabled = false; databaseDD.Items.Clear(); }
else if (dbString.ToLower().Contains("access denied"))
{ MessageBox.Show("Connection not successful!
Invalid user or password";
databaseDD.Enabled = false; databaseDD.Items.Clear(); ];
else
{ MessageBox.Show("Connection successful");
databaseDD.Enabled = true;
Array DBArray = (string)(dbString); for (int i = 0; i < DBArray.Length; i++)
{
//Adding databases to the database dropDown list
if (dbArray.Value(1).ToFiling() ("="))
databaseDD.Items.Add(dbArray.Value(1).ToFiling()); ];
}

//Deleting the php file created
System.IO.File.Delete(Err + "getDB.php");

Figure 17: Test database, connect database script.

Table==: table selected on the database

Columns==: columns on the table

</Connection>: the end of a connection

Custom Tags

This are some tags used in the system for identification of some
significant point / line in the generated file. The tags are described as
follows:

System Requirement

A web server, to run the server script (php). Mysql server. For
the PHP Dynamic Data Tabulation to work, a web server has to be
provided. The application has to set up a connection to a web server
before the work space will be displayed [12,13].

For the retrieval of data from a database, a connection to MySQL
server needs to be set up on the application.

To run the programme the followings are required:
1. Microsoft Window OS (Tested on XP, Vista and Win7)
2. A web server
3. MySQL server

Checkout Page

Firstly I designed two check out pages which is an online
processing service aimed at simplifying the process of paying for
online purchases is used to notify the user whether or not their
purchase has been successful and helping them in confirming their
order that has been purchased on the account page. I designed these
pages using dream weaver (Figure 23).

This check out page notifies the end-user that their order has
been sent to the address in which the user provided in the address
section and also charges the user for the purchase through the credit card information provided by the user in the credit card information section. Here is the code for the checkout page:

```html
<% 'Retrieve Registration Information
sqlString = "SELECT * FROM users " &
"WHERE user_id=" & userID
SET RS = Con.Execute( sqlString )

sqlString = "SELECT * FROM orders " &
"WHERE user_id=" & userID
SET RS = Con.Execute( sqlString )

street = RS( "user_street" )
street2 = RS( "user_street2" )
street3 = RS( "user_street3" )

// PHP code to get list of databases in MySQL
private String phpCodeGetDb() {  
    String code;

    code = "<?php " + 
    "$conn = mysql_connect(" + serverTB.Text + " + "\" + passwordTB.Text + "\"); " + 
    "$db = mysql_select_db($conn);" + 
    "$result = mysql_query("show databases"", $conn);" + 
    "if($row = mysql_fetch_array($result))" + 
    "{ " + 
    "echo \"" + $row[0] + "\n\"; " + 
    "echo $row[0]; " +  
    "}" + 
    "mysql_close($conn);" + 
    "?>";

    return code;  
}

// PHP code to get the tables in a database
private String phpCodeGetTable() {  
    String code;

    code = "<?php " + 
    "$conn = mysql_connect(" + serverTB.Text + ", " + userTB.Text + ", " + passwordTB.Text + "); " + 
    "$db = mysql_select_db(" + db + ", $conn);" + 
    "$result = mysql_query("show tables", $conn);" + 
    "while($row = mysql_fetch_array($result))" + 
    "{ " + 
    "echo \"" + $row[0] + "\n\"; " + 
    "echo $row[0]; " + 
    "}" + 
    "mysql_close($conn);" + 
    "?>";

    return code;  
}
```

**Figure 19:** Method to list database on MYSQL.

**Figure 20:** Methods to get list of tables in a database.
county = RS("user_county")
postcode = RS("user_postcode")
END IF
%>
<html>
<head><title>Checkout</title></head>
<body>

Figure 21: Method to get column on a table.

```php
private String phpCodeGetColumns()
{
    String code;
    // The trim function remove the white space character at the end of the string
    String table = tableDD.SelectedItem.ToString().Trim();
    String db = databaseDD.SelectedItem.ToString().Trim();

    code = "<?php " +
            "$conn = mysql_connect("" + serverTB.Text + ""); " +
            "$db = mysql_select_db("" + db + ";", $conn); " +
            "$result = mysql_query("show columns from " + table + ";", $conn); "+
            "while($row = mysql_fetch_array($result)) " +
            "{" +
            "echo ";" +
            "echo $row[0]; " +
            "}" +
            "mysql_close($conn); " +
            ";";
    return code;
}
```

Figure 22: Setting.txt file example.

Figure 23: Confirm order.

```html
<Connection Jennifer>
Server = localhost
User = root
Password =
Database = project_testing
Table = articles
Columns = .image.price.name
</Connection>

<Connection protesting>
Server = localhost
User = root
Password =
Database = project_testing
Table = testing
Columns = .name.address.phone.country
</Connection>
```

```
<Connection>
Server = localhost
User = root
Password =
Database = project_testing
Table = testing
Columns = .name.address.phone.country
</Connection>
```
Your order will be sent to the following address and charged to the following credit card. Please review your address and payment information and click Confirm Order to finish placing your order.

<form method="post" action="checkout2.asp">
<input name="username" type="hidden" value="<%=username%>">
<input name="password" type="hidden" value="<%=password%>">
<p><font face="Arial" size="2" color="darkgreen"><b>Address Information:</b></font></p>
<p><font face="Courier" size="2">
<b>street:</b> <input name="Char_BillTo_Postal_Street_Line1" size=20 maxlength=50 value="<%=Server.HTMLEncode( street )%>">
<br>
<b>street:</b> <input name="Char_BillTo_Postal_Street_Line2" size=20 maxlength=50 value="<%=Server.HTMLEncode( street2 )%>">
<br>
<b>street:</b> <input name="Char_BillTo_Postal_Street_Line3" size=20 maxlength=50 value="<%=Server.HTMLEncode( street3 )%>">
<br>
<b>city:</b> <input name="Char_BillTo_Postal_City" size=20 maxlength=50 value="<%=Server.HTMLEncode( city )%>">
<br>
<b>county:</b> <input name="Char_BillTo_Postal_County" size=20 maxlength=2 value="<%=Server.HTMLEncode( county )%>">
<br>
<b>postcode:</b> <input name="Char_BillTo_Postal_Postcode" size=20 maxlength=20 value="<%=Server.HTMLEncode( postcode )%>">
<br>
<b>type of credit card:</b> <select name="Char_Payment_Card_Type">
<option value="VISA" %SELECTED( cctype, "VISA" )%> VISA</option>
<option value="MAST" %SELECTED( cctype, "MAST" )%> MasterCard</option>
</select>
<br>
<b>credit card number:</b> <input name="Char_Payment_Card_Number" size=20 maxlength=20 value="<%=Server.HTMLEncode( ccnumber )%>">
<br>
<b>credit card expires:</b> <select name="Char_Payment_Card_ExpDate_Month">
<option value=1 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 1)%>01
<option value=2 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 2)%>02
<option value=3 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 3)%>03
<option value=4 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 4)%>04
<option value=5 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 5)%>05
<option value=6 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 6)%>06
<option value=7 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 7)%>07
<option value=8 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 8)%>08
<option value=9 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 9)%>09
<option value=10 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 10)%>10
<option value=11 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 11)%>11
<option value=12 %SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 12)%>12
</select>
</font></p>
</form>
The second check out page opens up when the purchase is completed it gives a message to the end-user to thank them for placing an order and to inform them that they can track the status of their order at any time by going to the account page. There is a button labelled continue shopping which is telling the end-user to continue shopping if they want to and it will take them back to the Article page (Figure 24). 

Here is the code for the second check out page:

```html
<% 
' Add new address & payment info
updateUser
' Begin A Transaction
Con.BeginTrans
' Transfer cart to orders table
sqlString = "INSERT INTO orders (" &_
"order_id," &_
"order_productID," &_
"order_quantity," &_
"order_userID," &_
"order_entrydate," &_
"order_status" &_
") SELECT " &_
"cart_id," &_
"cart_productID," &_
"cart_quantity," &_
"cart_userID," &_
"NOW()," &_
"0" &_
"FROM cart WHERE" &_
"cart_userID=" & userID
Con.Execute sqlString
' Empty shopping cart
sqlString = "DELETE FROM cart " &_
"WHERE cart_userID=" & userID
Con.Execute sqlString
' End the transaction
Con.CommitTrans
%>

<html>
<head><title>Order Placed</title></head>
<body>
<center>
<table border=1 width=500 bgcolor="lightyellow" cellpadding=10 cellspacing=0>
<tr>
<td>

Thank you for placing your order!
You can track the status of your order at any time by clicking <a>account</a> at the top of most shop pages.

Continue Shopping

Figure 24: Continue shopping button.

Thank you for placing your order!
You can track the status of your order at any time by clicking account at the top of most shop pages.

Figure 24: Continue shopping button.
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</center>
</body>
</html>
```
at any time by clicking
<a href="account.asp">account</a> at the
top of most store pages.

•

Download Article Button

Next is the Download Article button this button is actually located
on the account page it is connected to the Saved Articles Page which is
a hidden page. When the user have completed his or her purchase and
now want to view all the articles in which he or she has selected then the
end-user will click on the Download Article Button which will then take the user to the Saved Articles page and the articles which has been selected by the users will then be displayed on the page [13].

Here is the code for the Download Article button: (Figure 25)

```html
<button type="button" onClick="location.href('Saved Articles.asp')">DOWNLOAD ARTICLES</button>
```

Save Article Page

This is the Saved Articles page, here there is a message telling the
end-user that he or she can select any of the article he or she wishes
to view one at a time, and another message thanking the End-user for
viewing the articles. I saved all the articles in a Microsoft word file so that
it can be viewed easily anywhere in the world and I created a link for
them each on the webpage.

Here is the code for the Saved Articles page: (Figure 26)

```html
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css" />
<title>SavedArticles</title>
<style type="text/css">
/*
.style2 {font-family: "Times New Roman", Times, serif}
*/
</style>
</head>
<body>
<!-- #INCLUDE FILE="adovbs.inc" -->
```

Figure 25: Download article button.

Figure 26: Saved article page.
Welcome %Response.Write(Session("username"))%</h2>
</div>

<div id="menu">
<ul>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="default.asp">Home</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="Articlepage.asp">Articles</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="Magazines.asp">Magazines</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="About Chartist.asp">About Chartist</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="Subscribe.asp">Subscribe</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="Links.asp">Links</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="account.asp">Account</a></li>
</ul>
</div>

<div id="leftmenu">
<div id="leftmenu_top"></div>
<div id="leftmenu_main">
<h3>&nbsp;</h3>
<ul>
<li><a href="Gallery.asp">Gallery</a></li>
<li><a href="Blog.asp">Blog</a></li>
</ul>
</div>
<div id="leftmenu_bottom"></div>
</div>

<div id="content">
<div id="content_top"></div>
<div id="content_main">
<h2>Saved Articles page:</h2>
<p>Hello, From the Link bellow you can Select any Article you which to view. </p>
<p><a href="opening the debate.docx">opening the debate</a></p>
<p><a href="libya.docx">libya</a></p>
<p><a href="in go.docx">in go</a></p>
<p><a href="going up.docx">going up</a></p>
<p><a href="follow the flag.docx">follow the flag</a></p>
<p><a href="bitter legacy.docx">bitter legacy</a></p>
<p class="style2">Thanks for viewing an Article...</p>
<br />
</div>
</div>
</div>
Finally the last page I created is the gallery page unlike the other pages the gallery page is not a hidden page it can be viewed by anybody who visits the site after successful login or registration. It comprises of online magazines which are the magazine version of the articles in the website. The difference between the article and the magazine is that the magazines cannot be downloaded they can only be sent by post after you make an order. In the gallery page you can click on each magazine template which are links to the full image of each magazine covers respectively. Below is a view of the gallery page [13].

Here are the source files of the gallery page: (Figure 27)

![Figure 27: Gallery page.](http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-... exceeds the character limit.}

**Gallery Page**

Finally the last page I created is the gallery page unlike the other pages the gallery page is not a hidden page it can be viewed by anybody who visits the site after successful login or registration. It comprises of online magazines which are the magazine version of the articles in the website. The difference between the article and the magazine is that the magazines cannot be downloaded they can only be sent by post after you make an order. In the gallery page you can click on each magazine template which are links to the full image of each magazine covers respectively. Below is a view of the gallery page [13].

Here are the source files of the gallery page: (Figure 27)
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css" />
<title>Gallery</title>
<style type="text/css">
#Layer1 {
  position:absolute;
  left:5px;
  top:724px;
  width:1081px;
  height:23px;
  z-index:1;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div id="container">
<div id="header">
<h1>CHARTIST</h1>
<h2>For Democratic Socialism</h2>
</div>
<div id="menu">
<ul>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="default.asp">Home</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="Articlepage.asp">Articles</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="Magazines.asp">Magazines</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="About Chartist.asp">About Chartist</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="Subscribe.asp">Subscribe</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="Links.asp">Links</a></li>
<li class="menuitem"><a href="account.asp">Account</a></li>
</ul>
</div>
<div id="leftmenu">
<div id="leftmenu_top"></div>
<div id="leftmenu_main">
<h3>&nbsp;</h3>
<ul>
<li><a href="Gallery.asp">Gallery</a></li>
<li><a href="Blog.asp">Blog</a></li>
</ul>
</div>
<div id="leftmenu_bottom"></div>
</div>
<div id="content">
<div id="content_top"></div>
<div id="content_main">
<h2>Chartist Gallery:</h2>
<p>This is the gallery page in which you can view all the magazines we have in our website. The chartist is the monthly print magazine of free minds and free markets. Thank you for viewing our gallery page and purchasing a magazine. Any magazine you chose will be sent to you. All purchase is made through the secure PayPal system, which accepts credit and</p>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</body>
</html>
debit cards. For more information visit the Subscription page.

For more information visit the Subscription page.
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Testing and Analysis

A test case is a set of test inputs, execution and expected results developed for a particular objective. In order to make sure that the different buttons, links, images and pages in my website work I have had to test and re-test my work throughout the project. Every time a new code for a button or for a link was added testing had to be done to make sure it will meet the user requirement for the chartist website. So I have decided to use the white box testing to test my Download Article button to make sure that it works properly. It is recommended for any software project to be tested and documented regardless of its size and outcomes. Many question and compare software projects with building project. Truthfully, they will never always be the same because requirement changes during software project cycle while the models used in building projects are fixed. Even so, to achieve higher success rate, learn the practices from building projects – where investigations were done for each building project failure [14].

Note that from the principle of software testing exhaustive testing is not possible this means that it will not be possible for me to test all my webpages at once this is why I tested each component separately and I have chosen the Download Article button for the White box testing. Another principle of software testing says any software that is free of bugs was not properly tested meaning that no software can be bug free. So even though the website has been tested it does not guaranty that it is 100% perfect [15].

Software Testing Process

Software Testing is the process of executing a program or system with the intent of finding errors. Or, it involves any activity aimed at evaluating an attribute or capability of a program or system and determining that it meets its required results. The purpose of testing can be quality assurance, verification and validation, or reliability estimation. Testing can be used as a generic metric as well [16].

Type of Software Testing

Unit testing

This type of testing tests the individual application objects or methods in an isolated environment. It verifies the smallest unit of the application to ensure the correct structure and the defined operations. Unit testing is the most efficient and effective means to detect defects or bugs [13].

Integration testing

This testing is to evaluate proper functioning of the integrated model that makes up a system. This is also the phase in software testing in which individual software modules are combined and tested as a group. It occurs after unit testing and before system testing. The focus of integration testing is on cross-functional test [17].

System testing

System testing should be executed as soon as an integrated set of modules has been assembled to form the application. System testing verifies the product by testing the application in the integrated system environment [18].

Regression testing

Regression testing ensures that the code modification, bug correction and any postproduction activity has not introduced any additional bug [17].

Usability testing

Usability testing ensures that the presentation, data flow, and general algorithm of the application meet the intended requirement of the user.

Stress testing

Stress testing ensures that the features of the software and hardware continue to function correctly under redesigned set and volume of test scenario. The purpose of stress testing is to ensure that the system can hold and operate efficiently under different load operation.

Performance testing

Performance testing measure the response time of the system to complete a task and the efficient of the algorithm under varied condition.

Testing Implementation

For this project, I am used System testing, white box testing, Usability testing and Regression.

System testing

After the completion of the development of the project a system test was performed. This test verifies the software by testing the application in the integrated system environment. Prior to the testing a test case was design. This test case was used as the guide line for the testing. For each test case, a test was done more than 3 times. The software was tested on three different Microsoft Windows OS (XP, Vista and Windows 7). ASP code generated was tested on three web browsers (Internet Explorer, Google chrome and Mozilla Firefox).

Usability testing

The software was distributed to people to use for the purpose of user evaluation. Replay was gotten from these users on how they feel using the application.

Regression testing

After all correcting and bugs were fixed, a system testing was conducted. This was to make sure new bugs or defect were not introduced to the system and the system still meets its specification.

This defect was caused due to the reason that; on retrieving data from a table, the script was coded to retrieve data and even at the end of the data, it still try’s to retrieve more data(articles).

The warning message is only displayed when the application tries to retrieve data from the database and there is no more data to be retrieved.
There are two approaches to the solution of the defect:

1. Disable notice and warning in the ASP .asp file
2. Turn off notice and warning during the execution of a script.

The most efficient and appropriate solution here, is to turn of warning message during the execution of a script [18].

End User Evaluation

The application was tested by some selected users and were asked for their opinion about it.

There are basically two categories of users that tested the application.

1. Novice
2. Expert

The novices are testers who are not so familiar with ASP or web applications but may be doing programming with other languages / technologies. While the experts are the once who are familiar with ASP web development.

I intended to choose these categories of users to evaluate the system, to know how easy the system is easy to use and understand.

From the result gotten from the evaluation it is found that the expert finds the system easy to use and understand, while the novice also finds it easy to use but some did not find it easy to understand the generated codes but can easily browse on the website as it has been designed as a user friendly device [19].

Bugs and Defects

The known bugs in the system have a proposed solution. The misinterpretation of colours: some colours are miss-displayed due to the different in colour code format of window and HTML. The application could have been design not to directly write the generated script to file every time a script is generated. As this causes some performance issue, also once an action has been performed it is not possible to reverse it (undo). This is not a good design as a user can make a mistake of deleting a control and in that case will cause a rework [20].

Critical Evaluation Process

The objectives and the goal of the project have not been changed, and the objectives of the project were fully achieved. The risk of “Automatic Application configuration for Web server (Apache)” stated in the risk and contingency plan was really taken note of and made sure it did not occur though a fall back plane/action was set. Comparing the final project output with the project objectives, I am so proud that all objectives have been met. The application has been designed to for ease of use. Connecting and retrieving data from the database was designed with end user consideration of possible issues that may be encountered. This issues are been displayed to the user to let know their error on connection. This programmer really requires writing algorithms to solve the user problems and as well programme and scripting problems [17].

The application is designed to allow multiple searches to be done on it; this was implemented by using the MDI Form. This also makes it easy for arranging and organising once work. Most part of the design where made using dream weaver and implemented with ASP, HTML, CSS as planned [17].

Test Cases Analysis (White Box Testing)

Test case 1

Purpose: To verify that the download article button works properly

How to test: Run the application, login into the chartist. Select the purchase article link, select the download article button there the downloaded articles will be saved. Click on any articles previously downloaded. Open and view previously selected articles.

Expected result: A message box with the message “Download successful” should be displayed. The page should automatically transfer you to the saved articles page. The page should run on any OS without any errors and of the expected output [18].

Actual result: Test1: User == Successful Purchase, Results- Go to Saved Articles Page

Test2: User <> Successful Purchase, Results- End (Tables 2 and 3)

Below is the test specification for "white box" download article button: (Figure 28)

Test case 2

Purpose: Verity that the created / design is shown and interpreted appropriately and as expected on three different web browser.

How to test: View the .ASP file of your design on Internet Explorer, Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;?phpST--&gt;</td>
<td>Denote the start of a PHP SCRIPT &lt;?php</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;?phpET--&gt;</td>
<td>Denote the end of a PHP SCRIPT &lt;?php</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#databaseConnection[database= , table= , column=]</td>
<td>Denotes the start of a database connection script also hold some details of the database (database name, table name and column name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#databaseConnectionEnd</td>
<td>Denote the end of the database connection script.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>//Table0[row= , column= ]</td>
<td>The start of a table script holds the number of rows and columns in the table. Denote the number of table (/Table0 , /Table1 etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>//EndTable</td>
<td>Denote the end of a table script.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#controls=img= ‘lab= ’</td>
<td>Holds the numbers of controls on the table. (img signifies image controls while lab signifies label controls)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#controls=</td>
<td>This contains all the controls in a table. Controls are separated by a comma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>//End**</td>
<td>Denote the end of all scripts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If User Purchase Successful</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Go to Saved Articles Page to view downloaded articles that has been previously selected during purchase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>End of File</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Source code tags.

Table 3: Test outcome.
Expected result: The browsers should display the chartist website and each web page in the write format and manner as design and expected.

Actual result: The defect found from Test Case 2 was the issue with the Mozilla Firefox, which displays the cell border in a specific colour (Hash) irrespective of the colour selected and the log in page did not work appropriately using the Mozilla Firefox. On an analysis done on this issue, I found that firefox does not display border colour correctly. It is stated that “Some version of fire fox does not display the table border colour directly” [21]. My experience with Firefox shows that it does not support border colour yet. Internet Explorer 4.x and 5.x colors all of the borders of the table including the cell borders [18]. A solution suggested by many authors is to use a CSS to fix the problem.

Implementing CSS in my design will cause some redesign, and which will cause extra work and time, also may cause slippage. For these reasons, the solution has been considered done in the future.

Test case 3
Purpose: To verify that the drop down box (input data) for the checkout page is displayed as designed.

How to test: Create a drop down menu choice.

Expected result: The expiry date displayed in the drop down menu should be in accordance with the input value of creating it.

"<select name="Char_Payment_Card_ExpDate_Month">
<option value="1" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 1) %> > 01
<option value="2" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 2) %> > 02
<option value="3" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 3) %> > 03
<option value="4" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 4) %> > 04
<option value="5" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 5) %> > 05
<option value="6" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 6) %> > 06
<option value="7" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 7) %> > 07
<option value="8" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 8) %> > 08
<option value="9" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 9) %> > 09
<option value="10" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 10) %> > 10
<option value="11" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 11) %> > 11
<option value="12" <%=SELECTED( ccexpiremonth, 12) %> > 12
</select>"

In HTML a colour value may either be a hexadecimal number (prefix by a hash mark) or one of the following sixteen colour names. The colour names are case-insensitive

“Adapted from W3 website” And also due to the fact that the checkout page was not uploaded correctly on the website the ASP drop down list was unable to appear in its correct format as programmed earlier [18].
Bug Mitigation

The bug found in test case four it not fixed, but mitigated. It has been mitigated by disabling windows to display more flavours of colour. Now more of the SRGB colours are been displayed but the few non SRGB are still misinterpreted.

Future Solution

A solution has been designed, which will be implemented in the future.

A class/function have to be designed to convert RGB colour to a Hexadecimal format of the HTML (Figure 30).

Conclusion

This report describes the design and development of a political ecommerce magazine website which provides detailed up-to-date information on political articles and also stores old articles in the Saved Articles Page on the website. Using Object Oriented Web Modelling approach (ASP.Net) and dream weaver I was able to model the system requirement specification to generate different pages such as check out page, gallery page and so on, which is used as a blueprint for the website development. In particular more attention was given to the ability of new visitors and registered users to login and view political articles and magazines and to purchase any at will. In turn the developed website allows various restaurant, hotels and tourist travelling agent to publish detail information about their services to people by placing adverts on parts of the magazine pages which enhance their productivity as different users from all over the world order for these magazines online [20].

Furthermore, to implement the system design, ASP.Net framework environment and dream weaver was used to develop the website. Also Microsoft word was used in creating the articles. Although the developed website system implements the major system requirements further research work is needed for more people to know what is happening in the political world and in turn better our nation. The work done on the chartist magazine website thus far has been both creative and useful. Much more work needs to be done on website before it can be submitted for consideration as a standard, but it has genuine potential as a future language of the web [22-24].

Based on how clearly the website has now been developed, structured and designed, it is believed that this project has been able to develop a better and more robust e-commerce magazine website system that is utilised by users from all over the world, and will enable end users to become better citizens in the society at large.
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